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MESSAGE FROM LT COL F.S. MARAIS,
THE OFFICER COMMANDING
A POSITIVE SPIN ON THINGS…..
Our society, and I include the workplace, generally today are overloaded with negativity. If it is not the economy,
then it is the level of service delivery, or maybe the attitude of your employer!
Fact remains that where-ever one goes or whatever one does, one will always be confronted by situations that do
not meet ones expectations. These situations are then, by most people, translated into a negative
experience. Believe me when I say that I include myself here. It is however what we make of these situations that
will distinguish us from those who choose to merely accept the negative and even influence others around them
negatively too.
Here are some character traits we all should apply whenever we do confront a negative situation.
Make a conscious effort to put the past behind you, regardless of your past or current troubles.



Don’t live in the past; make plans for the future.



Don’t focus too much on your own troubles, but instead keep busy and help others in need.



Find meaningful reasons for your challenges, and use these in positive ways.



Don’t give up on life or on overcoming your problems, but instead keep working through problems and keep
improving.



Don’t behave like a victim; behave like a winner.



Have meaningful personal and professional goals in life.
Have positive reasons to live.

I invite everybody who reads this to make a conscious effort to convert any negative aspect you may encounter into
a positive experience, and to make your positivity infectious.

CHAPLAINS CORNER
Chronicles

7:14

.
“If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn
from their wicked ways; then will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land.”
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FROM THE ADJ’S DESK BY LT M. NDZENA
All Section Heads to take note especially the Companies:
As from 1 July 2016 CTR has been given authority by Cape Town Satellite Legsato for the Officer
Commanding to hold OCDH’s (Officer Commanding Disciplinary Hearing).
The process to be followed is as follows:


Adjutant to be informed of the offence and give advice.



Member not to clear out before he or she is charged or brought on orders where he or she will be
informed / warned about what’s happening thereafter.



OCDH date must be set and discussed preferably within the call up.



Member to be informed of the outcome.



Findings / recommendations to be sent to Legsato for review.



Outcomes to be published in a Part 1 Order.



Necessary computer actions to be carried out by HR.

NB: Reserve Force members are only liable to the MDC only when they are called up and it is of importance
that any member that contravenes the MDC must be dealt with within the call up.

THE WINTER OF OUR DISCONTENT: BY MAJOR S.J. BRIMACOMBE
As the budget shrinks and the demands placed upon us increase, we see the emergence of a very worrisome
phenomenon.
This is the strange habit we as South Africans, manifest towards each other, when faced with adversity.
Unlike the philosophy of the early pioneers, or the ancient tribal customs, handed down from our forefathers, we
do not stand together and shoulder to the wheel, get the Wagon through the Ford.
It is more apparent, as the present constraints begin to have a direct effect on us as individuals, that the individual
becomes paramount to himself, at the cost of all else.
Our humanity has flown out of the window, our willingness to care for each other, even in our direct association,
much less than the greater brotherhood of Man, has all but disappeared.
The way in which we as a nation can and will survive our present tribulations, is not to ensure that our personal
purse is full, but that we as South Africans weather the present storm, together, in a spirit of mutual help and
consideration.
We should all attempt to be generous towards one another, do something constructive to help each other, instead
of taking advantage, in order to benefit our own selfish agenda.
Let us stand shoulder to shoulder, mindful of the needs and aspirations of our fellow citizens, use the stumbling
blocks as stepping stones and prove ourselves to be worthy of the name, South African
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TENTH BATTLE HONOUR: COMBOLCIA BY CAPT J. DORRINGTON
After the fall of Addis Ababa in Abyssinia (now Ethiopia) the Italians began to offer stiffer resistance, as the 1st SA
Infantry Brigade found to their cost at the Combolcia Pass. The battle honour which the Duke of Edinburgh’s Own
Rifles and the other units of the Brigade were subsequently awarded covers the period 17 to 25 April 1941.
In driving rain Captain Silberbauer’s company were leading the Brigade up the steep Combolcia Pass on route to
Dessie when they came under heavy and accurate shell fire. Two members of the Dukes were killed and another
two, including Sergeant Karg, died of wounds later the same day. This encounter was the precursor to six days of
fierce conflict, the toughest of the East African campaign. It began with a prolonged artillery duel and it soon became
a matter of urgency to gain possession of the mountain peaks high above the pass itself in order to strike at the main
enemy positions. This was eventually accomplished in the face of great adversity – as much from the elements as
from the enemy.
The torrential rain persisted and from time to time the darkness was pierced by flashes of jagged lightning. The men
had no blankets or greatcoats to ward off the bitter cold and, to make matters worse, with so few rations coming
through they were all becoming desperately hungry. Men vomited from exhaustion and lack of sleep; they had been
climbing for four consecutive days and nights. But the effort spent in gaining the high ground determined the
outcome of the battle and the enemy retreated headlong to Dessie, leaving behind 400 dead and three times as
many prisoners of war. In a quick follow-up operation 8,000 more Italian troops surrendered unconditionally.
Combolcia was a decisive victory. The South Africans, with only thirteen guns, had outgunned the Italians, who had
40. There had also been several acts of outstanding bravery. Captain Silberbauer in particular had shown
exceptional courage under fire and his astute handling of his company under the most appalling conditions
contributed much to the Brigade’s ultimate success and earned him the Military Cross. Apart from Dukes losses the
Brigade had suffered no more than 17 casualties.
Lieutenant-Colonel Senescall kept an inventory of the equipment captured: 236 machine-guns, 40,151 rifles and 250
serviceable vehicles, besides vast quantities of military stores and over 150,000 gallons of fuel.

Dukes Vickers section near Combolcia (Photo: Terence McNally)
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FATHER’S DAY BY MAJ S.J. BRIMACOMBE
The Day was celebrated in many different ways, some mundane, others with a bit more flair. Due to the kind
intervention of Harvey Metcalf, of Crank Handle club fame, a group of Dukes and friends of the Dukes, went and
celebrated by having a fantastic day playing with “Big Boys Toys” The steam loco “Katie”
One of the few remaining Steam trains kept running, due to the dedication of the volunteer enthusiasts, Friends of
Atlantic Rail.
This old SAR class 16DA no 879 was once called Theodora, but was renamed Katie, when the restoration was
completed by Atlantic. Loco 879 is the only current running passenger main line steam locomotive in the Western
Cape.
The photograph shows Katie (Theodore) built in the 1930’s pulling coaches from the same period.
Cape Town Station to Stellenbosch and return, a full day of enjoyment including the chance to see some original
switching gear in the signal box at Stellenbosch Station. The van Schoor token signalling system was explained to
us.
Sadly this is probably one of the last times we will be able to see this signal box in action, as it is due to be
mothballed in the near future.
The engine filled up with approximately 20,000 litres of water and burned an estimated 5 metric ton of coal.
The coal was all delivered by hand and the young Man, who shovelled it, all the way to Stellenbosch and back,
certainly has no reason to join any gym in the near future.
A two hour journey each way, with plenty of time to wander around the Historic town, eat a pizza at “Ginos”, visit
“Oom Samies Winkel” and board the train at 15:00 in order to return to Cape Town by 17:00. Some very tired
Father’s, had had a day to remember.
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RED CROSS WAR MEMORIAL, CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL
Celebrate Mandela day, help build a new ICU facility by donating
R20.00 towards the R10 million needed.
Simply SMS the letters, ICU, to 40465 and support a charity which
was close to Madiba’s heart.

TOP OF THE CLASS BY: CPL D.J. FREDERICKS

I was overwhelmed on hearing that my nomination to attend the Senior Infantry NCO’s (SIN) course had been
successful.
I attended the course at the School of Infantry over the period 18/1/16 to 22/4/16 in Oudtshoorn.
On arrival at the school, the course was launched with a bang as we had to undergo a fitness test and shooting
exercise, both of which I completed successfully.
As I had prepared myself at the unit prior to departure for the course, I was able to approach my lectures with a
positive mindset. This pre-course preparation at CR, empowered me in achieving my best, in all of my
assessments, thereby enhancing the name of CTR (Dukes)
The course was demanding and many late nights were spent on preparing orders and after a long day, little
sleep and the pace of the course, staying focussed was at times a challenge.
During the field phase, we had the opportunity improve our knowledge of that which had been taught in the
class room, inclusive of more musketry, ambushes, defensive operations, trench clearing and vehicle patrols.
The course concluded with a dinner and award ceremony, at which I was proud to receive my certificate of
competence, as well as to be awarded top student, not only in my platoon, but overall top
student on course.
I am anxiously awaiting nomination, for my weapon course, which is a pre-requisite for
promotion.
I urge all junior NCO’s to apply for nomination to attend the SIN course, as it is of benefit to
you as a Soldier and you will be able to add to the success of our Regiment, CTR (Dukes)
Lastly, I would like to thank all of the people who supported me, through this period.

Rainfall measured in the Fort iKapa catchment area for June 2016
Total of 68.5mm
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SA ARMY WRITING COMPETITION 2016
THEME : THE FUTURE OF SA ARMY FORCE DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY (HOW WE FIGHT)
1ST PRIZE : R10 000
2ND PRIZE : R7 000
3RD PRIZE : R3 000
BACKGROUND
One of the challenges currently identified with the SA Army is the lack of a reading and writing culture within
the organisation. In order to address this it was decided to facilitate an annual writing competition for
members in ranks of private (Pte) to colonel (Col). The aim is to encourage thinking about contemporary and
future challenges that the SA Army may face, as well as to develop its members’ reading and writing skills.
This contributes to the concept of creating a learning organisation.
THEME
The theme for the 2016 SA Army Writing Competition is : “The future SA Army Force Development Strategy”.
i.e. How do we fight? Members entering the competition are encouraged to generate their own topic within
the confines of the theme. Papers should be a minimum of 2 000 and a maximum of 4 000 words. Papers
must be submitted in electronic format only. The Conventions of Service Writing must be used for the
technical layout of the papers. Each entrant must have detailed source reference in addition to the
bibliography. It is compulsory to used endnotes, footnotes or the shortened Harvard method for detailed
source references. They are free to discuss their choice of topic with the organisers in order to confirm its
relevance. Adjudicators are not aware of the identities of the authors of the paper they mark. All marking is
done following a triple blind system.
TITLE PAGE
All papers should have a title page with the following information of the entrant:


Title of paper



Unit



Work Telephone Number



Force Number



Appointment



Work Fax Number



Rank and Name



Cell Phone Number



Postal Address

All entries must be addressed to : saarmywritingcompetition@gmail.com

Closing Date : 30 September 2016
Any further enquiries contact Capt M.G. Whittle
At 012 355 2874 or 082 441 4478
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GUEST EVENING—8 JUNE 2016
Alderman Neilson with Lt Ndzena

Alderman Neilson addressing the Mess

Alderman Ian Neilson, Executive Deputy Mayor of the City of Cape Town,.who was the guest speaker at the Officers
Mess on 8 June 2018

SECURITY IS SERIOUS BUSINESS...
AND SO ARE YOUR ACTIONS!

SUB-DIVISION COUNTER INTELLIGENCE
PRIVATE BAG X367
PRETORIA
SECURITY AWARENESS POSTER 2009/A02
0001

ISSUED BY DEFENCE INTELLIGENCE

IMPORTANT!!!
VISIT THE DOD INTRANET WEBSITE AND
COMPLETE A FOREIGN TRAVEL
QUESTIONNAIRE BEFORE YOU DEPART
DISCLAIMER
Images / Persons / Characters / Objects displayed on the above poster are purely coincidental and do not have the intention t o portray any
negativity towards any specific institution, grouping, individual, race, gender, culture or religious belief.

SECURITY AWARENESS

DISCLAIMER
Images / Persons / Characters / Objects displayed on the above poster are purely coincidental and do not have the intention t o portray any
negativity towards any specific institution, grouping, individual, race, gender, culture or religious belief.

SECURITY AWARENESS

REPORT ACTS ENDANGERING
SECURITY

ARE YOU GOING TO VISIT
A FOREIGN COUNTRY?

SUB-DIVISION COUNTER INTELLIGENCE
PRIVATE BAG X367
PRETORIA
SECURITY AWARENESS POSTER 2009/A03
0001

ISSUED BY DEFENCE INTELLIGENCE
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BREXIT
The world was surprised on Friday morning, with the United Kingdom voting to leave the European union. The
European Union is made up of 28 countries, predominately in Europe that form a common market with similar laws and
standards. This facilitates economic activities you as a French National can easily cross the border and go work in
Germany and enjoy almost the same rights as a German citizen. In fact many finance professionals stay in France and
take a train each morning to work in London and back in the evening. Not only people move across borders, goods and
services can do so easily within the union which has significant economic benefits.
Think in terms of South Africa of its 9 provinces as separate countries and you need a passport to travel between Cape
Town and Johannesburg and you cannot simply buy and sell things between these countries. The European Union
enabled members to retain their sovereignty but enjoy benefits of almost being a single country like we have. There
were issues that needs to be ironed out, like the Portuguese, Italians, Greeks and Spaniards (aka PIGS) preferring to
work less and spend more than others and need some bailing out. Which made some people upset like the Germans
and some in the United Kingdom that felt instead of spending money on these PIGS it should be spend in their own
countries, the benefits they get being part of the EU is less than what it costs them.
So the UK decided to leave, like Gauteng say good bye we are no longer part of South Africa. Interesting the United
Kingdom which is now becoming an oxymoron itself consists of Northern Ireland, Scotland, Wales and England might
break up. The Scots and Irish wants to remain part of the EU, so they might leave the United Kingdom and join the EU.
The entire process will take around 2 years so we can look forward to interesting times and funny jokes at the expense
of the English. Interesting the areas, that were affected by an outbreak of Mad Cow disease in 1992 were also the
areas that voted to leave the EU, is it spurious correlation?
Source: http://www.snopes.com/mad-cow-versus-brexit/

The last large European conflict was World War Two over 70 years ago, many believe the EU is the reason for the lack
of state conflict as members can resolve differences a long other channels. What we do know is “When goods don’t
cross borders, Soldiers will" Claude Frédéric Bastiat.
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Dukes underwent simulated mortar training and
shooting exercise in June 2016
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SANDF RUGBY CHAMPIONSHIPS
We would like wish the following members good luck while competing in the SANDF rugby championships in
Bloemfontein during the week of 27 June 2016 :
Rfn Geraldine Baartman
Rfn Chelsin Jafta

SECURITY AWARENESS
STARTS WITH YOU!

EVER HEARD OF

IDENTITY FRAUD?

KEEP YOUR IDENTITY DOCUMENTS AND
PERSONAL INFORMATION SAFE!
DISCLAIMER
Images / Persons / Characters / Objects displayed on the above poster are purely coincidental and do not have the intention t o portray any
negativity towards any specific institution, grouping, individual, race, gender, culture or religious belief.

SUB-DIVISION COUNTER INTELLIGENCE
PRIVATE BAG X367
PRETORIA
SECURITY AWARENESS POSTER 2009/A09
0001

ISSUED BY DEFENCE INTELLIGENCE

NOBODY ELSE CAN MAKE THAT
DECISION FOR YOU…
DISCLAIMER
Images / Persons / Characters / Objects displayed on the above poster are purely coincidental and do not have the intention t o portray any
negativity towards any specific institution, grouping, individual, race, gender, culture or religious belief.

SECURITY AWARENESS

SECURITY AWARENESS

YOUR OWN IDENTITY MIGHT BE AT RISK OF BEING
USED BY SOMEONE ELSE.

SUB-DIVISION COUNTER INTELLIGENCE
PRIVATE BAG X367
PRETORIA
SECURITY AWARENESS POSTER 2009/A15
0001

ISSUED BY DEFENCE INTELLIGENCE

HATCHES, MATCHES AND DESPATCHES
Achievers of
the Month
Congratulations to
the following members who
were nominated as the
achiever of the month for:
May : Rfn “Star” Mntonintshi
June : Cpl Dorian Fredericks

Wishing Rfn Primose Doyle
who was hospitalised a
speedy recovery.

Our condolences to Rfn Mark
Jordaan and family with the
passing of his father.

